DYNAMIC COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

MOXNES Kristian  Chair  Norway
COUCH Shayni  Deputy Chair  New Zealand
BORZOVA Anzhelika  Member  Russian Federation
FLAAT Haavard  Member  Belgium
KIGER Domitille  Member  France
MATTACOLA Adam  Member  United Kingdom
SUTTON Andrew  Member  USA
TUREK Jan  Member  Czech Republic

KEY CHALLENGES
We identify three challenges for the next couple of years:

1) Make sure that competent individuals from countries that do not offer a National judge rating can still join the ISC judges course (see Section 5 proposal annex).
2) Make sure the panel of judges have the required training before every competition. We are currently working on making an online training platform for judges.
3) Keep developing the divepool in order to make it interesting for competitors as well as spectators.

FUTURE COMPETITIONS

4th FAI World Championships of Indoor Skydiving, Slovakia 2021
4th FAI World Cup of Indoor Skydiving and 2nd European Indoor Skydiving Championships, Charleroi, Belgium, 2022.

RULE CHANGES DYNAMIC

• Section 5 proposal, see annex
• Housekeeping: Remove 5.4 Order of Routines. This is already defined in the Tournament Bracket referred to in 5.7.1

BUDGET 2021

We did not spend the budget for 2020 (1000€). For 2021 we foresee some costs associated with producing an online platform for training judges, and also filming a new divepool. We ask to have the budget from 2020 transferred to 2021 (1000€).

Thank you to the members of the Committee for all your hard work.

Kristian Moxnes,
Dynamic Committee Chair